Margaret Lowery, language major from Miami Springs, Florida, stands in the foreground of the campus over which she will reign next year.
Class Elections Show New Faces For '69

Class elections for next year have been completed resulting with Pam Marotta for Senior Class President and Honora Mulligan and Chris O'Sullivan as Junior and Sophomore Class Presidents respectively.

Other officers for Senior class of 1970 are Theresa Dello Russo, Vice President; Jackie Fournier, Secretary; Debbie Hillman, Treasurer, and Frances Bacon, Princess.

Mary Margaret Verchoven will be Junior Class Vice President with Barbara Rusin, Secretary; Sue Connelly, Treasurer, and Princess Frances Bacon, Assistant Treasurer. Additional cabinet members are Social Chairman Sue Rehill and Historian Diana Drake.

Senior Class Vice President Bonnie Pilon will be diligently working with the other elected officers, Caroline McManus, Secretary; Aline Ryan, Treasurer; and Princess Shannon Murphy.

Vocational Home-Ec Approved By State

The Barry College home economics department is now one of two in Florida which certifies students for vocational home economics program. Floyd T. Christian, head of the Florida Department of Education, announced results.

The State Board for Vocational Education at its Apr. 1 meeting voted to approve vocational home economics for Barry College.

This approval means that graduates of Barry College with a B.S. degree in home economics will be the first to have vocational home economics certification, upon completion of the three-hour course Principles of Vocational Education offered at Barry College.

Capping Features Joint Ceremony

Freshmen nursing students received their caps in a special ceremony in Cour Jesu Chapel, Sunday, Apr. 27.

The senior nurses also were given a pin of the college emblem and a black ribbon to top their caps, which signify the registered nurse standing.

Each of the 25 freshmen nurses were capped by a graduating senior in the 3 p.m. ceremony. A change has been made in the uniform worn by Barry nurses. This is the first class to wear the darker pink dress which, like the white apron, is made of a perman­ent­press material. The sleeve and "petal-paw" collars of the dress are trimmed with a dark pink ribbon. The newly capped freshmen wear the symbol of the Barry flame in the corner of their caps, rather than the BC that marks the older caps.

Rev. Cyril W. Burke, presented the sermon to the nurses and cele­brated the benediction that follow­ed the ceremony.

Capping Features Joint Ceremony

Recent Honors Inductions Elect Members, Pledges

Nine seniors were elected to Kappa Gamma Dv, national Catholic women's honor society at an induction ceremony held April 30 in Thompson Hall.

Those receiving membership were: Ellen Cerra, Agnes Conlin, Rosemary Duggan, Michele Hartman, Michele Leonardi, Elizabeth Morris, Ivania Pozo, Adele O'Sullivan, and Winifred Preston.

At the same induction ceremony ten seniors were elected to life membership in Lambda Sigma, the campus honor society.

Those elected included: Diane Boldin, Ellen Cerra, Rosemary Duggan, Michele Hartmann, Kathleen Krym, Elizabeth Morris, Margarett Nugent, Ivania Pozo, Winifred Preston, and Mrs. Margaret Webb. 

Elect Members, Pledges

Junior Maria Almilla, Frances Bacon, Barbara Chievara, Anne Marie Chioceca, Maria Garcia, Karla McGinnis, and Martha Slater were re-elected to the honor society.

Elected to Lambda membership were seniors Joyce Audley, Judith Carrille, Sister Patricia Ann Deccoll, Sister Rose Herman, Michele Leonardi, Sister Ellen Therese Rogers, Sandra Stant and Jeanette Vecchione.

Junior Catherine Albertbe, Susan Canpe, Dannee Galaksa, Christine Reilly, and Barbara Souza were also elected to Lambda.

Sophomores Linda Ludiano, Honora Mulligan, Barbara Rusino and Michele Clair were also elected to the honor society.

Re-elected were: Mary Blum, Maureen Caruso, Beatriz Escobar, Helen Hill and Margaret Warden.

Pledges

New pledges to Lambda include junior Agnes Kettyle, sophomores Therese Heldeen, Linda Kippleman, Elizabeth Levandowski and Grace Meyers.

Honor Society Initiated

The first members of the college's first national biology honor society were inducted May 3 by Dr. Earl R. Rich, regional director of Beta Beta Beta.

The induction held in Thompson Hall, Dr. Earl R. Rich of the University of Miami biology department delivered the address, "Unity of Biology — The Natural Key."

Qualifications for Beta Beta Beta are a 3.0 average in biology and a 2.75 overall average in other academic areas.

The following students were inducted into the Sigma Eta Chapter, of which Sr. John Karen, O.P., is chancellor: Dianne Boldin, Anne Marie Chiocca, Joy Garanty, Sharron Hutings, Donna Roper, Martha Slater, Ruth Edwald, Janet Bunnell, and Mary Anne Uiley.

Three faculty members were inducted: Mrs. Corrine Owens, Sr. Agnes Louise, L.M.S., and Mrs. Margaret Bowie.

Two alumnae were also inducted: Mildred Esonqiani and Pamela Pearson.

Mudano Receives Award

Linda Mudano, a sophomore music major from West Palm Beach, was recently selected as run­ner-up in the "Jeanie Maid" singing contest. She was also a runner­up last year.

Heard this year on Feb. 16, the "Jeanie" contest is part of the Stephen Foster Memorial at White Springs, Florida.

A $1,000 scholarship is awarded to the winner and four runners-up are then chosen for scholarships of $500.

This year, 19 girls participated in the contest which is open to Flori­da residents. They were required to sing three songs by American composers.


Linda auditioned for the Miami chapter of the Florida Federated Music Club which sponsors the competition.

She received the scholarship for the second consecutive year as run­ner-up. At Barry, she has studied voice with Dr. Willard DeLara, and appeared this year as Laurie, in the musical production, "Okla­homa."

SECOND SEMESTER EXAMINATION My 12 - 17, 1969

For Classes That Meet

Examination Will Be Held

Monday 8:00 Monday May 12 8:00-9:00
9:00 Wednesday May 14 8:00-9:00
10:00 Friday May 16 8:00-9:00
11:00 Tuesday May 13 10:00-11:50
1:00 Thursday May 15 10:00-11:50
2:00 Monday May 12 2:00-3:50
3:00 Wednesday May 14 3:00-4:50
4:00 Monday May 12 4:00-5:50
6:30 Monday May 12 6:30-8:20

Tuesday 8:00 Tuesday May 13 8:00-9:50
9:00 Thursday May 15 8:00-9:50
10:00 Monday May 12 10:00-11:50
11:00 Wednesday May 14 10:00-11:50
1:00 Friday May 16 10:00-11:50
2:00 Tuesday May 13 2:00-3:50
3:00 Thursday May 15 3:00-4:50
4:00 Tuesday May 13 4:00-5:50
6:30 Tuesday May 13 6:30-8:20

Wednesday 6:30 Wednesday May 14 6:30-8:20

Thursday 3:30 Arrange acceptable time
6:30 Thursday May 15 6:30-8:20

Saturday 10:00-11:50

New Faces For '69

The following students were in­ducted into the Sigma Eta Chap­ter, of which Sr. John Karen, O.P., is chancellor: Dianne Boldin, Anne Marie Chiocca, Joy Garanty, Sharron Hutings, Donna Roper, Martha Slater, Ruth Edwald, Janet Bunnell, and Mary Anne Uiley.

Three faculty members were in­ducted: Mrs. Corrine Owens, Sr. Agnes Louise, L.M.S., and Mrs. Margaret Bowie.

Two alumnae were also inducted: Mildred Esonqiani and Pamela Pearson.

Advisor Resigning

With this last issue of The Angelicus, Sister Bernard Michael, O.P., has officially resigned as advisor.

Sister told the editorial board that her resignation to the Presi­dent was made after lengthy and careful consideration.

She commended the editors for their "admirable efforts in taking a stand on political journalism principles while being constantly challenged by faculty members and students on the concept of free­dom of the press."

Mr. Milton Long, a close friend of Barry's Rev. Cyril Burke will be Magpie and Karla's employer from Margie Betten­dorf and Karla McGinnis will ex­amine the pages of the Cape Cod Illus­trated, the Prestige Weekly.

K. McGinnis M. Bettendorf

The Angelicus May 5, 1969
Miami Entertainment

Ice Show
A Winner At Beach

It was a real holiday on ice as the all-new scene "Life Style skating into the Beach Convention Hall in April.

Marquee Salutes
Seven themes joined in salutes to New York, Granada, Ford Astaire and all-time marquee favorites. "Verdi was provided by the Chumney Chummp and their Big Daddy doing "Bunana Brigade." Ice skating clowns must lend credibility to Faren's theory.

Lavish Costuming
By far, the highlight of holiday on ice was the lavish costumes. Repeatedly with two-foot-high headdresses and formal gowns, only one mishap occurred when a member of the court went through the ice and became entangled in her chiffon and had to be helped off the floor.

A Star?
Ronnie Robertson was billed as the "star" of Holiday on Ice, but compared to the other fine skaters, he certainly did not demonstrate any extraordinary skating ability during his three appearances.

Ronnie Robertson was billed as the "star" of Holiday on Ice, but compared to the other fine skaters, he certainly did not demonstrate any extraordinarily skating ability during his three appearances.

Museum Offers Starry Escape

For Visitors to Lunar Show
by Joan Lennihan

For one with a free afternoon and an interest in nature and science, the Miami Museum of Science and Space Transit Planetarium offers an unusual change of pace.

Located just south of downtown Miami at 1230 South Miami Avenue, the museum combines a look into the past with a glimpse into the future. Just inside the main entrance is the living conditions of Florida's first habitat.

Other exhibits include shell, rock and mineral collections with special emphasis on the mineral wealth of Florida and an observatory on the second floor.

Broadway Bomb!

"Come to the Cabaret!" Miami Didn't Respond
by Margie Bettendorf

For weeks they shouted "Come to the Cabaret!" but no many came to Dade County Auditorium to see the Broadway musical smash. "Let The Sunshine In" echoes the tempo of the new generation. The play "Hair" is the most powerful setting of music and drama and the group's talent is uncommonly superb.

The Fifth Dimension is a closely-related, kail clean-cut group. Several weeks ago the group was a smashing success on Miami Beach during a comparatively poor season. One of the few musical groups to attract a full house on the Beach this season, the Fifth Dimension netted almost $40,000 during one week, employment at a top Miami Beach hotel.

The Fifth Dimension is a true music group and their songs are played anywhere from WIOD, WGBS and WINZ. The Fifth Dimension will be selling hit record "Aquarius" is destined to become one of the biggest hits of 1969.

Modern Romeo, Juliet Has Universal Appeal

by Karla McGinnis

Tender without being sentimental. Dramatic without being false. Poetic without being false. That is Franco Zeffirelli's production of "Romeo and Juliet," winners of the Academy Award for best costumes and best music.

Two Newcomers

"Charly" A Must For All
by Ronnie Bong

The poignancy of an orderly America, the theme of "Charly" is a refreshing contrast to that bleak genre of movie cinema and some time. It does have a message through and one you will want to recall.

Award Winner
Cliff Robertson, recipient of the Academy Award for Best Actor for his virtuosity as Charly, is strongly supported by Gene Rupert. "Charly" is an adult mental retardate, functioning at capacity, but unique because of his fervor for improving his limited mind. This motivation will be stimulating his record for experimental surgery in a search project.

Return to Retardation
Charly to teacher, Charlie, means, is integral to the project as Charly's intellect responds to the skills of the behaviorist, and ultimately returns to his former retarded condition.

"A Must See"
Charly is poignantly not maudlin and characterized by love not pity. It offers hope in the sociological scene of mental retardation and is a "must see" for those who would be nearer to my brother who is weaker.

"Charly"

A "Must See"

by Karla McGinnis

The poignant story of an orderly America, "Charly" is a refreshing contrast to that bleak genre of movie cinema and some time. It does have a message through and one you will want to recall.

Award Winner
Cliff Robertson, recipient of the Academy Award for Best Actor for his virtuosity as Charly, is strongly supported by Gene Rupert. "Charly" is an adult mental retardate, functioning at capacity, but unique because of his fervor for improving his limited mind. This motivation will be stimulating his record for experimental surgery in a search project.

Return to Retardation
Charly to teacher, Charlie, means, is integral to the project as Charly's intellect responds to the skills of the behaviorist, and ultimately returns to his former retarded condition.

"A Must See"
Charly is poignantly not maudlin and characterized by love not pity. It offers hope in the sociological scene of mental retardation and is a "must see" for those who would be nearer to my brother who is weaker.
Next Step . . .

Students have taken a giant step. Barry women are asserting their maturity and finally asking the right questions from supposedly the right people. And now, they are getting NO answers.

The logical question is, “Where do we go from here?” And the distressing answer is . . . we don’t know.

The Angelicus recently begged students to be more open with administrators when opportunities arose. And now students ARE discussing relevant topics at the president’s dialogues . . . such as honors convocation, 21-year-olds living off-campus with parental consent, fall scheduling, SGA executives receiving salaries.

The questions, asked of the top administrator on campus, were evaded, avoided and referred, to involve more red tape. President’s dialogues, the students assumed, were designed to cut red tape, to speak to the top person in command.

And what happens? The run-around, the past-the-back act. Now that we are aware, we ask the right questions where indeed do we go to get the answer? Harvard never run, University of Wisconsin students organize and strike . . . and Barry students patiently, politely ask questions without receiving answers to them.

For their maturity and patience the students are to be commended. What their next step will be depends greatly on what steps the administration takes to honestly answer the students’ questions, whether is a president’s dialogue, a gripe-in, or a personal interview.

The Editorial Board

Year in Review

Only by reflecting on the past can we build the future, a learned history we were once told. With this last issue of The Angelicus, the “old” editors nostalgically look at the year in review and project apprehensively to the future.

Our year as editors has been a challenging, learning year. The newspaper has seen and has started numerous controversaries. We have canvassed for student responsibility, for administrators to understand of the maturity and attitude of at least the top administrator’s student writer’s stand. We felt the editors fully agreed with the editor copy which does not conform to journalistic standards and let­ters to the editor.

As editors we have constantly harassed SGA—to the pleasure of some, to the disgust of many. But that is the purpose of the press, to “watch dog” the government, to question its every move rather than see the government settle into complacency.

While the government and the press may appear diametrically opposed on all issues, this is not the case. In meetings with SGA executives, we found that we both strive for the same ideals, and view the future of Barry College with optimism. But we act upon our convictions in different ways.

An example of the similarities between press and government is the SGA-sponsored “gripes-in” held before Easter vacation. The students questioned the stringent dorm regulations, the faculty’s resistance to student communication, for SGA effectiveness. We have taken a stand against SDS, against buck-passing, against student apathy.

As editors we have constantly harassed SGA—to the pleasure of some, to the disgust of many. But that is the purpose of the press, to “watch dog” the government, to question its every move rather than see the government settle into complacency.

While the government and the press may appear diametrically opposed on all issues, this is not the case. In meetings with SGA executives, we found that we both strive for the same ideals, and view the future of Barry College with optimism. But we act upon our convictions in different ways.

The future of Barry College is, from the editorial and student point of view, up for grabs. The potential here is terrific. The students acted upon their desires and cooperated with campus leaders.

We would like to see The Angelicus play a vital role in the future of Barry College. We view the newspaper as a catalyst to the future, which will only be realized when faculty and students learn to respect the journalistic concepts of freedom of the press, and the readers’ right to know.

Year in Review

Barry Image Maker?

With four contestants seeking the office of campus queen and three runoffs necessary to determine the winner, the campus queen was the most hotly contested election of the year.

Now the question arises . . . what is to be the fate of our campus queen?

With a pleasing appearance and a congenial personality the campus queen would make a perfect students recruitment assistant to such as area college nights.

The campus queen is representative of the Barry student and could be called upon to represent the student body at off campus activities to which the college is invited to participate.

Letters

To the Editor:

I was present at the meeting so vividly described in a letter in the last issue of The Angelicus. A mere invited observer, I neither saw nor heard what was purportedly to have taken place there . . .

Personally, I felt that while a few definitely badly-needed norms of conduct were announced, the administrators in question showed great restraint; they were their customarily optimistic selves . . .

Is it too much to expect of student journalists that they do not rely so much on sensational letters to the editor for more articulate writers (evidently) to make their publications attractive? . . . someone on The Angelicus staff should have raised a dissonant voice against printing such an unjust attack on our administrators . . .

Sister Mary Jean, O.P.

(Editors’ note: The Editorial Board did not raise a “dissonant voice” against the letter because the editors fully agreed with the student writer’s stand. We felt the attitude of at least the top administrator revealed a total lack of understanding of the maturity and responsibility of the modern Barry student.)
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California Migrant Speaks On Grape Boycott

Mrs. Medoff, chairman of the evaluation committee, said the project of the evaluative study is being made of all faculty members, to include the strengths and weaknesses of their instructors. Sample questions include an evaluation of the course, class preparation, grading fairness, and general effectiveness.

Mrs. Medoff said the questionnaire covers 20 different areas of teacher effectiveness. According to Mrs. Medoff, the pilot study is designed to give faculty members, whose identity is protected through a coding system, the opportunity to study a composite profile and "engage in self-study and improvement before the campus-wide evaluation in the fall." The results of the questionnaire will be sent out to all campus personnel. The student remarks on the evaluation forms will be used for course improvement and will be forwarded to the department chair of the course.

Spanish Club Sponsors Pan American Day

Multi-colored costumes, Spanish songs and dances highlighted a Pan American Day program at the Little Theater, Fri., Apr. 14. The El Sinto Rosa de Lima, Spanish Club sponsored the show. A donation of 25¢ was asked of the audience for the benefit of Sister Kenneth's mission in Peru.

Spanish elementary students entertained with familiar Spanish songs. Guantanamera and Rancho Grand were sung to the guitar accompaniment of Beatriz Escobedo and Carmen Roza. Members of the Spanish Club danced the "Conga," a fast moving Cuban dance with a strong beat. This was performed by Maria Elena Perez, Melva Pineda, Marina Pando and Hilda Lopez. Andrea Doldan, an English major, winning in Spanish, sang Guatamala and Guatamala Ciel Sol.

Students from the Adria Elena Dance Studio in Miami, demonstrated the Mexican Hat Dance and the "Chaparera" as the audience chanted to the beat of the music. Thirteen year old, Ana Elena Cochran and ten year old, Ghirman John, danced the Mexican Hat Dance. Maria Eugenia Cuevas and Lori Keiser, both 12 years old enacted the Mexican "Chaparera." Mariana Delgado, wearing a light blue and white-dotted, Argentine costume, sang a medley of Argentine songs, to the guitar accompaniment of Linda Schwartz.

Barry Sophomore
To Study In Spain

Jano Anne Versaggi, a Barry sophomore and a resident of St. Augustine, Fla., is among 175 students from 185 American colleges who are participating in the 11th annual session of one of the world's largest international education programs—"New York University in Spain." The program includes both undergraduates and graduates who study for the year at the University of Madrid.

The undergraduate group, numbering 141 students from 26 states, the District of Columbia, Ecuador, Spain and Puerto Rico, represents the largest single contingent of American college students in Spain. Their curriculum at the University of Madrid covers Spanish language, literature, history, civilization, geography, fine arts and music. Credits earned will be applied toward baccalaureate degrees at the students' home colleges.

"New York University in Spain" is co-sponsored by Washington Square College of Arts and Sciences and the Graduate School of Arts and Sciences of NYU, in affiliation with the University of Madrid, Spain's leading educational institution.

General program director is Dr. J. Richard Toven, professor of Spanish at NYU, with Dr. James R. Stamus, associate professor of Spanish and Portuguese, serving as resident director in Madrid.

Walt Disney World to Open In Orlando

by Laura Allen

Walt Disney World, scheduled for opening near Orlando in October, 1971, will be a vast complex encompassing recreation, entertainment, and vacation resorts, on a water-oriented theme, it was revealed in Orlando last week.

The entertainment portion will be a magic kingdom theme and will include historical areas, attractions of the future, and world-oriented exhibits.

The entertainment area will be tied in with five ultra-modern resort hotels by means of a monorail and cruise boats. The resort areas will feature boating, golf courses, swimming, camping and other activities.

The magic kingdom area will feature Cinderella's Castle, an old fashioned Main Street, Frontier land, Tropical Kingdom, Jungle cruise, Fantasia land and a hall of Presidents with life-sized replicas of the nation's 37 presidents.

Below we have Lee Davis, a sophomore art major who is among the 12 exhibitors.
Morrison
Awaiting Extradition
by Laura Allen

Jim Morrison, lead singer of the Doors, is awaiting extradition to Florida for "doing his own thing." And his thing happens to be public obscenity, says the Miami Police Department in issuing six warrants for the "King of Organic Rock."

Almost 12,000 people paid 56 and 57 to listen to the Doors perform their mokey of progressive jazz. Doors Harald, disc jockey and newscaster at Miami's rock station WHKJ, said that WHKJ does not and will not play any more of the Doors' "music," nor will that station accept any advertising from The Doors, the prog- ressive underground music establishment that sponsored the group.

Campus reaction to the Doors' performance went something like this: "You've got to be kidding only yourself if you think the Doors are presenting music." "It was disgusting," "that Morrison is a colossal idiot," "what a waste," "throw them in the clink."

Reaction progressed from the negative to the positive as young Miami teens organized the successful Decency Rally held last month in the Orange Bowl. Over 25,000 people gathered to decry the Doors, and all other traditional in- stitutions. Among the groups like the Doors as their target for mokeyery.

At WHKJ, the word is that Morrison will head some kind of Pork and Beef promotion for "doing his own thing." Morrison is awaiting extradition to Florida for "doing his own thing." Morrison, is awaiting extradition to Florida for "doing his own thing."

Saturday the 24 and 25 of April, students had the opportunity to participate in "psychologically planned activities," such as per- manent, mud baths, bathes-smash, a roller derby, car demolition, and water balloon. A figure-offense was also available to the students—

Student Vent Frustrations In Mud Bath

Barry Library Initiates New Circulation System

Who could be frustrated after this? Sheri Dal Pra, left, Patricia Coury, center, and Patricia Loughran, right, relieved their frustrations by soaking in a soothing mud bath.

New Look

Students Vent Frustrations In Mud Bath

SGA thought of a new way for students to let off steam—they set aside two days and called them Frustration Days.

During these days, Thursday and Friday the 24 and 25 of April, students had the opportunity to participate in "psychologically planned activities," such as per- manent, mud baths, bathes-smash, a roller derby, car demolition, and water balloon. A figure-offense was also available to the students—

Barry Library Initiates New Circulation System

To eliminate multiple errors, the library has changed its circulation system which now requires more cut-out time but allows greater efficiency.

The new system, according to Sister M. Ignatia, head librarian, provides for greater accuracy and a better method of tracking down overdue books. The Melville Auto- mated Business Systems, in effect since Easter vacation, requires the book borrower to write his name, address and student number on a data processing form. The book, the author, the call number and the due date.

Each copy of the circulation card is inserted in the book and two copies are kept on file in the library.

The new system, according to Sister, eliminates the clumsiness of the stamping method. The stamps were messy, often irreparable, and the students' signatures on the cards were often illegible or incomplete, which made tracking down overdue books impossible.

The Melville method saves time for the librarian by eliminating the tedious job of checking for overdue books. All data processing cards are placed through a key-bet data processing tool and the overdue cards automatically fall out.

The new procedure also facilitates mailing overdue notices, since the address and name already appear on the circulation card. "There are no more overdue books, it's a disgrace," Sister emphasized.

The data processing cards will cost each student approximately fifty cents a year and will be in- cluded in general fees. The procedure will be tried for one year.

Sister anticipates introducing the IBM system of circulation in the future.

Atlantic Library Initiates New Circulation System

A new look in gym apparel has been selected for next fall. Outfits of two-way stretch nylon will be re- quired uniform for freshman physi- cal education classes.

A committee of freshmen and sophomores met with physi- cian Mrs. Neil Miller to dis- cuss complaints about the shorts and blouses now standard dress for P.E. courses. They decided to change the style to slim navy blue Jamaica shorts and a sleeveless plain white V-neck blouse. The en- tire outfit would cost approximately the same price as this year's uni- form.

Those students who have outfits will not be required to purchase the new one for their classes next year.
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Dressler Family Defies Mathematical Probability

By Pam Marotta

Alice and June Dressler along with their thirteen-year-old brothers represent the one out of 40,000 chance that two sets of twins will be born into the same family. These lives seem to be surrounded by the number two.

Zodiac Influence?

According to the 20-year-old twin elementary education students, their mother was born under the Zodiac sign of Gemini whose symbol is "The Twins." Their father operates two coin laundries one of which is located in the "Twin Shopping Center." The family owns two Mustang cars and two German Shepherds.

Alice and June are both employed at Richard's department store. The twins admitted that they were almost not hired because the store feared they might confuse the customers. Despite the fact that one twin was placed on the first floor and one on the third, confusion still results and people are constantly confusing them and registering compliments or complaints as the case may be to the wrong girl.

"We don't want to give everybody the impression that we do everything together, because we don't always." Strangely enough, the twins never double date. They do share common friendships, but, for the most part, they have separate sets of friends.

Two Heads Better

The twins have the epigram that two heads are better than one because it comes to writing luncheon which both girls compose for their family and friends on special occasions.

When questioned about any particular problems that arise from their twin-type relationship, they commented, "The hardest thing is to try to respect each other, but, it is part of human nature to compete with each other." From outward appearances, however, the girls live in a spirit of mutual concern and respect.

FLOWERS — GIFTS — FRUIT SHIPING — GIFT BASKETS

Anthony's Florist & Gifts, Inc.
"We Deliver Happiness"
Order her flowers early for the Prom
11603 N.E. 2nd Ave. 1224 N.E. 163rd St. 1724 Hallandale Beach Blvd.
Miami, Florida 33161 Miami, Florida 33055 Hallandale, Florida 33009
Phone 758-4787 Phone 949-6113 Phone 923-6516

We Wish All The Girls
A Happy Summer Vacation
BOB'S
758-5052 PHONES 757-9116
Opposite Barry College 11500 N.E. 2nd AVENUE
Youngberg Studios
Portrait Photographers
165 N.E. 96th St. Miami Shores
Phone PL 1-6476
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IT'S MAN AGAINST NATURE as a catalya tree flourishes amid the construction of the Weigand Language and Science building.

Since the ground-breaking last October, the Weigand language and science building has continued to grow as the latest addition to the Barry campus. Two months ago, the first sign of life amid the building was observed with the planting of a catalya guava tree. It is the first of four fruit-bearing trees which will shade the four-sectioned patio area of the botany house.

A white stone center will branch the two 20-foot work spaces which will flank the construction of the Weigand Language and Science building.
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Two Heads Better

The twins have the epigram that two heads are better than one because it comes to writing luncheon which both girls compose for their family and friends on special occasions.

When questioned about any particular problems that arise from their twin-type relationship, they commented, "The hardest thing is to try to respect each other, but, it is part of human nature to compete with each other." From outward appearances, however, the girls live in a spirit of mutual concern and respect.
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The twins have the epigram that two heads are better than one because it comes to writing luncheon which both girls compose for their family and friends on special occasions.
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It is never any good dwelling on goodbyes. It is not the being together that it prolongs, it is the parting.

The Editors
MDJC: A small television with a teletypewriter keyboard? This is the IBM 2260 Visual Display Unit.

When the operator types out a code and the student's ID number, the 260 unit waits a signal from the memory bank at the MDJC South Campus, and a second later, the student's grade record appears on the 2260 screen. Instead of having to wait as much as a day for a student's grades, a program advisor can have them in less than a minute.

UM: The Board of Trustees at the U of M has approved the student proposal for a UMrathskeller. One of the objectives is to provide legal authority. When the police have received a signal that police are present, they are not allowed to carry weapons and are permitted to use physical force. Arrested with a single riot shield and 2-way radio, the students are taking care of the university's parking lots and streets at night.

DADE COUNTY: The State Board of Regents has approved a campus for the new state university at Tamiami Park in the south portion of Dade county and another campus at the Interama site. Dade U. scheduled to open in thefall of 1972, will offer at its opening basic arts and science courses, applied technology, business, teaching, and health related professions. Designed to serve commuting students, Dade U will not have dorms, gym or field facilities, and students, Dade U will not have dorms, gym or field facilities, and health related professions.

Mr. Ross Dickenson, crusade director of the Dade County Cancer Society, is planning a Cancer Drive to be held in early May. The drive is sponsored by the SGA service committee. The drive will be held in early May. The drive is sponsored by the SGA service committee. The drive will be held in early May. The drive is sponsored by the SGA service committee. The drive will be held in early May. The drive is sponsored by the SGA service committee. The drive will be held in early May. The drive is sponsored by the SGA service committee. The drive will be held in early May. The drive is sponsored by the SGA service committee. The drive will be held in early May. The drive is sponsored by the SGA service committee.

U of F: Professor Kenneth A. Megill, philosophy professor at the University of Florida, stated that students have not been permitted to use police tactics; they are not allowed to carry weapons and are not allowed to carry weapons and are permitted to use, apart from police force. Arrested with a single riot shield and 2-way radio, the students are taking care of the university's parking lots and streets at night.

Amidst a strong teacher's union application for technology, business, teaching, and health related professions. Designed to serve commuting students, Dade U will not have dorms, gym or field facilities, and little research facilities.

The faculty was also encouraged to spread out the last major tests or projects so students would not have final tests in all classes in the last week.

SETON HALL UNIVERSITY: 25 students at Seton Hall University in South Orange, New Jersey, have formed a security force to patrol and protect their campus. Student volunteer "police" are paid $1.40 per hour. They are trained in police tactics; they are not allowed to carry weapons and only in emergencies are permitted to use physical force. Arrested with a single riot shield and 2-way radio, the students are taking care of the university's parking lots and streets at night.

The selection had been made and the engraved medal was ready before Christmas. Because of the few assemblies held during second semester, the medal could not be presented publicly, where the recipient would receive due recognition, said Sister Frances Regis, moderator of Kappa. Therefore, representatives of the student body were invited to the presentation.

The award is presented to implement the purpose of Kappa—"to awaken a spirit of Catholic leadership among under-graduates of St. Catherine Angeli Women Leaders, to a sophomore or junior who has performed a specific outstanding service or has the best record of progressive achievement in respective scholarship.

The faculty was also encouraged to spread out the last major tests or projects so students would not have final tests in all classes in the last week.

Classified Ads

FOUND—Bicycle. Owner in error at office of Dean of Students.

WANTED—Day Camp counselor for pre-school. Also swimming instructor. June 16 - Aug. 8. 4-day week. Phone 585-2456. Albritton School.

Go Out of Business! Sale

All Prices Below Cost . . .

Venezia Discount Shoe Store
424 N.E. 125th St., Colonial Shopping Center
Miami, Florida 33161

Hours: Daily - 10 to 7; Friday - 10 to 9; Saturday - 11 to 5
Phone: 751-9325

Before Leaving Get Everything You Need At Your Campus Store

Thompson Hall

College Store

Greeting Cards         Apparel
Cosmetics              Paperbacks
Novelties              School Supplies
Jewelry                Desk Lamps
Hosiery                Rain Coats
Religious Articles     Umbrellas

Come In and Browse Around . . .
You Are Always Welcome

ANGELICUS
Barry College
Box 36
Miami, Florida 33161

Cancer Drive

"Send a nod to college," was the theme of the Cancer Drive sponsored by the SGA service committee. The drive continued through the week of April 21. A goal was set for each class, allowing 15c per full-time student. However, only 51% of the total goal was reached through the drive.

The freshest class came closest to the expected goal, with 49% contributed.

Seniors followed with 39% of the goal reached, while the juniors and sophomores gave 20% and 14%, respectively.

Kathleen Cherry, freshman, and June Serna, senior, were co-chairmen of the fund raising drive. The total contributions amounting to $70.54 will be directed to Mr. Ross Dickenson, crusade director of the Dade County Cancer Society.

This amount will pay for 202 voice, to be "sent to college" for laboratory experimentation.

McGinnis Awarded Achievement Medal

Angelicus editor Karla McGinnis has been awarded the St. Catherine Medal by Kappa Gamma Pi for outstanding achievement, general excellence, and willing service on campus. The award is presented each year by Kappa Gamma Pi, Catholic Women Leaders, to a sophomore or junior who has performed a specific outstanding service or has the best record of progressive achievement in respective scholarship.

Karla's qualifications, listed by Sister Dorothy, included the office of class council and news editor for the Angelicus in her sophomore year. She was also a member of the Dean's Conference and Lambeth Sigma.

Membership in these honor societies continues in her junior year, plus membership in Delta Epsilon Sigma. She is currently on the editorial board of the Angelicus and is its class treasurer.

Martha Madigan, last year's St. Catherine Medal Award recipient, assisted in the presentation in a brief ceremony at a meeting of the Honors Committee.

The recipient is nominated by faculty and students and is selected by the Honors Committee.

The award is presented to implement the purpose of Kappa—"to awaken a spirit of Catholic leadership among under-graduates of St. Catherine Angeli Women Leaders, to a sophomore or junior who has performed a specific outstanding service or has the best record of progressive achievement in respective scholarship.

The faculty was also encouraged to spread out the last major tests or projects so students would not have final tests in all classes in the last week.
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